Remarkably Simple Relief from Acid Reflux
Patients suffering from laryngopharyngeal reflux (LPR) have
in common a dysfunctional upper esophageal sphincter
(UES). A poorly functioning UES can result in regurgitation
of stomach contents into the throat and lungs. LPR causes
many challenging symptoms that constitute a spectrum
of disorders including chronic throat irritation and cough,
hoarse voice, difficulty swallowing, postnasal drip, sleep
disruption and pneumonia.
The Reza BandTM was created to improve the quality of
life for millions of patients suffering from LPR symptoms
due to acid reflux into the throat and lungs. This simple,
revolutionary medical device safely and effectively reduces
the symptoms associated with this widespread condition
with few mild and short side effects. See Instructions for Use
for full prescribing, safety and effectiveness information at
www.rezaband.com/instructions.

Reza Band Features
S mall ergonomically-shaped
Cushion applies a slight,
controlled pressure to a
person’s dysfunctional UES.

The easy-to-use Clasp
makes the Reza Band
a snap to put on and
take off.

 omfort Dial provides
C
easy adjustments for
patient comfort.

How the Reza Band works
The REZA BAND is designed to apply a small
pressure at the cricoid cartilage, right below the
Adam’s apple. The REZA BAND slightly increases
the inside pressure of the UES to stop reflux from
going above the UES. The REZA BAND is used to
reduce reflux symptoms in people that have been
diagnosed with LPR and is typically worn while
sleeping.

The soft Comfort Band fits
easily around the neck.

Durable and attractive
lightweight Frame.

Effectiveness of the Reza Band in treating acid reflux
The Reza Band solution is founded on scientific and clinical research conducted over twenty years by a globally recognized
gastroenterologist at the Medical College of Wisconsin.
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The Reflux Symptom Index (RSI) is a commonly-used, validated questionnaire designed
to document acid reflux disease symptoms and severity. A total score of more than 13
is considered a positive diagnosis of acid reflux into the throat and lungs.

The Reza Band is fit for the patient using
an External Manometer. This small hand
held unit is designed to personally fit each
patient simply and easily.

Noticeable improvement in just two weeks
Studies have shown that the majority of people using the device saw significant improvement within in the first two weeks of
use. They experienced relief from symptoms such as hoarseness, post nasal drip, sore throat, the need for throat clearing, hard
swallowing, indigestion, wheezing, constant or dry cough, or feeling like there was a lump in the throat.

Clinical trial highlights
• 86% of patients had a successful outcome using the Reza Band and no serious or unexpected
adverse events were reported.
• The study concluded that the Reza Band is a safe, effective and non-invasive method to reduce
LPR symptoms.
• The study demonstrated excellent patient compliance, outcomes and satisfaction.
• The Reza Band may serve as a potential alternative for patients that typically have a poor
response to current standards of treatment.
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